An invitation to join the
Bloomington Playwrights Project

Directors Circle
To bring a new play to life is an arduous and risky journey requiring a creative
director, talented actors, resourceful designers, and inventive technicians. It also
takes visionary supporters to provide the resources needed to move a play from the
page to the stage. Such has been the role of the BPP patrons who have enabled BPP to produce more
than 450 new plays since 1979. The Board of BPP recognizes this ongoing support through the BPP Directors
Circle, a community of individuals committed to sustaining BPP’s core mission with a minimum annual
Directors Circle contribution of $500.
We invite you to join our efforts to ensure BPP’s sustainable success. Your ongoing membership in the
Directors Circle creates financial stability for BPP and provides a reliable source of revenue needed to cover
our increased production values and everyday operational costs.
In return, Directors Circle members are invited to attend very special invitation-only events that provide an
up close and personal, behind-the-curtain look at the BPP and the creation of new theatre. In addition,
Director’s Circle members are recognized in all of our production programs, they also enjoy - exclusive to
BPP Director Circle members - reserved seating and VIP parking.
To accept, simply fill out your name and contact info below, then RETURN this form with your check to:
Bloomington Playwrights Project,
107 West 9th Street, Bloomington, IN 47404
OR email it to directorscircle@newplays.org
For online payments, visit www.newplays.org, click on SUPPORT, then DONATE. Be sure to indicate that
your donation is for “Directors Circle Membership”.
Name: (as it should appear in programs): ________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Preferred Email: ____________________________________________________________________________
Preferred Phone: ___________________________________________________________________________

Enclosed is my full DC Contribution of (minimum $500) $ ________________ (will be invoiced annually)
I would like to commit an annual total of $ ____________ , in installments of $ ____________ , payable:
(Please check one):

Quarterly

Twice Yearly

Other (please specify): _________________

